Product information

Ready-to-install products
Design options for seat covers
There are many ways to endow seat covers with signature looks. Lantal offers a broad spectrum of
design options with the following key advantages:


Unique custom looks



Creating accents and visibility



Matching corporate design and leveraging
brand recognition

Seams
Whether in fabrics or leathers, whether decorative, colored to contrast, or tone-on-tone, seams add visual
appeal to every seat cover. The pictures below show a selection of seams available from Lantal. Most of the
seams are also available on laminated seat covers.
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Decorative stitching

Double lap-felled seam with cross stitch

Plain lap-felled seam

Double lap-felled seam
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Joining seam with piping

Midget seam

Leather design options
Leather can be customized in many ways to reflect your corporate identity:
Perforations

Dimples

Perforations give leather a fresh, breathable
look. They are punched all the way through
the hide.

Dimpling is another attractive design option.
The holes are semi-perforated and do not extend
through the full thickness of the hide.

Debossing

Embossing

Hides can be customized with specific full-surface or partial-surface textures, patterns or logos.
Debossing pushes the image below the level of the leather. Embossing raises the design or logo
above the leather.
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Laminated seat covers
For improved seating comfort and enhanced looks, Lantal can also back the seat covers with various
possible laminations. For leather a lamination with an activated carbon nonwoven (only on perforated
leather), a lightweight foam (for backrest only) or graphite foam is possible, for fabric only graphite
foam can be applied. For further information please inquire the relevant product information.

Further design options for seats
Striking visual effects can be created not only with seat covers, but also with Lantal’s antimacassars or
literature pockets. The following design options are possible:
Antimacassars






Printed
Embroidered
Embossed (leather), debossed (leather,
artificial leather)
Decorative stitching

Literature pockets







Selection of color
Mesh aperture and structure
Material thickness of the net
Shape of the frame and material
Embossing (leather), debossing (leather,
artificial leather) , embroidery on frame
material

Contact
Please contact us for details about differentiation possibilities and customized design accents. Count
on Lantal to cover every single detail of your signature interior. We will be pleased to assist you.
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